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Size-resolved indicators of aerosol acidity, including H+

ion concentrations (H+
Aer) and the ratio of stoichiometric

neutralization are evaluated in submicrometer aerosols
using highly time-resolved aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS)
data from Pittsburgh. The pH and ionic strength within
the aqueous particle phase are also estimated using the
Aerosol Inorganics Model (AIM). Different mechanisms that
contribute to the presence of acidic particles in Pittsburgh
are discussed. The largest H+

Aer loadings and lowest
levels of stoichiometric neutralization were detected when
PM1 loadings were high and dominated by SO4

2-. The
average size distribution of H+

Aer loading shows an
accumulation mode at Dva ≈ 600 nm and an enhanced
smaller mode that centers at Dva ≈ 200 nm and tails into
smaller sizes. The acidity in the accumulation mode particles
suggests that there is generally not enough gas-phase
NH3 available on a regional scale to completely neutralize
sulfate in Pittsburgh. The lack of stoichiometric neutralization
in the 200 nm mode particles is likely caused by the relatively
slow mixing of gas-phase NH3 into SO2-rich plumes
containing younger particles. We examined the influence
of particle acidity on secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
formation by comparing the mass concentrations and size
distributions of oxygenated organic aerosol (OOAs
surrogate for SOA in Pittsburgh) during periods when
particles are, on average, acidic to those when particles
are bulk neutralized. The average mass concentration of OOA
during the acidic periods (3.1 ( 1.7 µg m-3) is higher
than that during the neutralized periods (2.5 ( 1.3 µg m-3).
Possible reasons for this enhancement include increased
condensation of SOA species, acid-catalyzed SOA
formation, and/or differences in air mass transport and
history. However, even if the entire enhancement (∼0.6 µg
m-3) can be attributed to acid catalysis, the upper-
bound increase of SOA mass in acidic particles is ∼25%,
an enhancement that is much more moderate than the
multifold increases in SOA mass observed during some lab

studies and inferred in SO2-rich industrial plumes. In
addition, the mass spectra of OOA from these two periods
are almost identical with no discernible increase in
relative signal intensity at larger m/z’s (>200 amu), suggesting
that the chemical nature of SOA is similar during acidic
and neutralized periods and that there is no significant
enhancement of SOA oligomer formation during acidic particle
periods in Pittsburgh.

1. Introduction
Acidic aerosols are ubiquitous in the atmosphere with
significant implications for human health (1) and ecological
integrity (2). Atmospheric acidic aerosols tend to be more
hygroscopic than their neutralized form, as indicated by the
positive correlations between particle phase acidity and
measured water content (3) and between deliquescence RH
of ambient particles and their NH4

+/SO4
2- ratio (4). Larger

hygroscopicity enhances particles’ ability to scatter light and
to nucleate cloud droplets, and thus their influence on
visibility and climate.

Particle phase acidity has also been linked to secondary
aerosol formation. Acid-catalyzed heterogeneous reactions,
for instance, have been proposed as an important mechanism
that might significantly enhance secondary organic aerosol
(SOA) production in the atmosphere (5-8). Up to several-
fold increases in SOA mass have been observed in chamber
studies when acidic seed particles were used (e.g., refs 5, 6).
Similar multifold enhancements in SOA production in the
Houston area could be inferred based on the particle volume
growth rates measured in industrial plumes rich in SO2 and
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) compared to those
containing only VOCs or SO2 (9). In addition, Chu (10)
observed simultaneous increases of OC and SO4

2- mass
concentrations accompanied with a charge deficit of NH4

+

during regional high PM2.5 episodes in the Eastern U.S. and
thus suggested a link between acidic particles and sum-
mertime SOA formation. However, while analyzing the
aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) data from Pittsburgh, we
observed no statistically significant enhancement in the total
organic mass concentration in acidic particles compared to
the bulk neutralized particles (11). Similarly, Takahama et
al. (12) evaluated the correlations between OC/EC ratio and
particle acidity using semi-continuous data from the Pitts-
burgh Air Quality Study (PAQS) and concluded that acid-
catalyzed SOA is not large enough to be observed consistently
above their analytical uncertainties and particle concentra-
tion variations due to transport and mixing.

The chemistry and effects of acidic aerosols are intimately
linked to a variation of acidity as a function of particle size.
We thus investigate size-resolved indicators of ambient
aerosol acidity using an AMS in Pittsburgh and exploit the
high time resolution of these measurements (5-10 min) to
resolve different mechanisms that contribute to the presence
of acidic particles. Particle acidity is evaluated based on the
ion balance between NH4

+ and the inorganic anions (SO4
2-,

NO3
-, and Cl-), an approach that is commonly taken (e.g.,

refs 4, 13, 14-18) and is applicable for this study because
submicrometer particles in Pittsburgh generally contain very
low levels of metal ions (e.g., Na+, Ca2+, and K+) (19, 20). We
also use the chemical speciation data from the AMS as inputs
to the Aerosol Inorganic Model (21) to estimate the ionic
strength and pH of the particles.

Compared to previous work on ambient aerosol acidity
that utilized filter measurements (e.g., refs 4, 18), the high
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time resolution of AMS data enables us to avoid the various
problems associated with the low time resolution of filter
sampling (13) and, additionally, to examine the sources and
effects of acidity on particle characteristics such as the size
distribution, and the potential influence of aerosol acidity
on the ambient SOA concentration. We also build on previous
work which has shown that AMS organic aerosol mass spectra
can be deconvolved to determine oxygenated and hydro-
carbon-like organic aerosol (OOA and HOA) components
(22) and that in Pittsburgh (23) (as well as during some periods
in Mexico City (24)), OOA is mostly SOA, and HOA is mostly
primary OA (POA) associated with fossil fuel combustion.
The ability to directly correlate measures of particle acidity
with the mass of OOA (a surrogate for SOA) rather than total
organic aerosol mass (POA + SOA) or OC/EC ratios, which
has been done in the few ambient studies that have examined
this issue in the past (10-12), is a new and unique component
of our analysis.

2. Experimental Methods
A Quadrupole-AMS was deployed at the Pittsburgh EPA
Supersite from September 7 to 22, 2002. The mass concen-
trations and size distributions of nonrefractory (NR) chemical
species (e.g., SO4

2-, NO3
-, NH4

+, Cl-, and organics) were
determined in submicrometer particles (approximately PM1)
and used for the analysis in this study. Overviews on the
sampling site, local meteorology, AMS operation, and general
data analysis are given in previous publications (11, 20).
Details on the organic mass spectral analysis and discussions
on HOA and OOA are presented in Zhang et al. (22, 23).
Presented here is only information pertinent to this study.
A particle collection efficiency (CE) correction was applied
to account for particle bounce in the AMS vaporizer (11).
Although some studies have observed higher CE values in
the AMS for acidic sulfate-containing particles (25), this effect
is only observed for particles much more acidic than those
in this study, and thus does not affect the quantification of
species during the acidic and neutralized periods presented
here.

3. Indicators of Acidity
3.1. H+

Aer. The mass and molar concentrations (in ng m-3

and nmol m-3, respectively) of H+ present in the particle-
phase per unit volume of air, H+

Aer, are directly estimated
from AMS measurements as the difference between the NH4

+

mass concentrations measured in the particles and the
stoichiometric NH4

+ concentrations required to fully neu-
tralize the measured concentrations of SO4

2-, NO3
-, and Cl-:

where, NH4
+, SO4

2-, NO3
-, and Cl- denote the mass con-

centrations (in ng m-3) of the species and the denominators
correspond to their molecular weights. Other ionic species,
such as NaCl, are not included in eq 1 because they do not
have a large contribution to the observed PM2.5 mass, e.g.,
the average mole-equivalent concentration of metal ions in
PM2.5 is only ∼6-7% of that of NH4

+ in Pittsburgh (calculated
from ref 19). More importantly, most chemical forms of these
species do not vaporize at the AMS temperature of 600 °C,
so their perturbation of the anion/cation balance calculated
here will be even smaller.

3.2. NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu. The degree of stoichiometric
neutralization for the ensemble of measured particles is
obtained from the normalized ratio of the measured NH4

+

concentration (in nmol m-3) to the NH4
+ concentration

needed for full neutralization of the anions,

In this manuscript, we use the NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu ratio to
identify “neutralized particle periods” (NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu )

1 ( σ) and “more acidic particle periods” (NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu

< 0.75 + 1σ), where σ is the corresponding analytical error
for NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu calculated for every datapoint in time

based on error propagation of the measurement uncertainty
and noise for NH4

+, SO4
2-, Cl-, and NO3

-. On average, σ is
4% of the corresponding NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu value. Since

concentrations of NO3
- and Cl- in acidic particles are usually

very small, NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu ≈ 0.75 indicates roughly equal
mole concentrations of (NH4)2SO4 and NH4HSO4. In total,
the “more acidic” and “neutralized” periods account for ∼30
and 25%, respectively, of the total sampling time of this study.
The rest of the data points fall into a mildly acidic regime
and are not analyzed separately.

3.3. pH. The pH, which is related to the concentration of
H+ within the aqueous environment (H+

aq) of the ambient
particles, is the acidity measure that most likely influences
the chemical behavior of aerosol particles. Since the AMS
does not directly measure H+

aq, we use the H+
Aer calculated

from AMS measurements to estimate the pH and ionic
strength within the aqueous particle phase using the on-
line Aerosol Inorganics Model (AIM, Model II) (http://
www.hpc1.uea.ac.uk/∼e770/aim.html). Inputs to the model
include the molar concentrations of sulfate, nitrate, am-
monium and H+

Aer (nmol m-3), ambient temperature, and
relatively humidity (RH). Details on the model are given in
Clegg et al. (21). Note that this model neglects the influence
of organics on water uptake and on the partitioning of the
inorganic species. While organics can lead to modest
increases of water uptake (26), this increase is expected have
a minor effect on partitioning/dissociation of inorganic
species in acidic particles. Based on model outputs, we
calculated the pH and the ionic strength (I) in aerosols:

fH+
aq and xH+

aq are the activity coefficient on mole fraction
basis and the mole fractions of aqueous particle phase H+,
respectively. fH+

aq × xH+
aq represents the aqueous phase

activity of H+. mH+
aq, mHSO4

-
aq, mSO4

2-
aq, mNO3

-
aq, and

mNH4
+

aq are the molalities (in mol/kg of water) of each
species.

Note that these calculations depend on the presence of
an aqueous phase in thermodynamic equilibrium. Metastable
aerosols are not evaluated in this study. Thus, if the ambient
RH is less than the deliquescence RH of the predominant
solid phase (i.e., ∼30% for NH4HSO4 and ∼80% for (NH4)2-
SO4), the pH and ionic strength are not estimated. The output
of the model is not reported for periods with H+

Aer e 0
(NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu g 1), since the dissociation reactions of

NH4
+ and water are not currently included in the AIM model

and since the pH of near neutralized particles would be
strongly influenced by the presence of weaker acids and bases.
However, mH+

aq < 0 can result if a fraction of the excess
NH4

+ is due to the neutralization of organic acids by NH4
+

(also see Section 4.1.).
3.4. Size Resolved H+

Aer and NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu. The size-
resolved H+

Aer concentration and NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu ratio are
estimated from the AMS size distributions of NH4

+, SO4
2-,

and NO3
- based on eqs 1 and 2. Cl- was not scanned for size

distributions during this study; but this omission is negligible
because Cl- typically accounts for <1% of the total equivalent

NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu ) NH4
+/18/(2 × SO4

2-/96 +
NO3

-/62 + Cl-/35.5) (2)

pH ) - log(fH+
aq × xH+

aq) (3)

I ) 1/2 (mH+
aq + mHSO4

-
aq + mSO4

2-
aq × 4 +

mNO3
-

aq + mNH4
+

aq) (4)

H+
Aer ) 2 × SO4

2-/96 + NO3
-/62 + Cl-/35.5 -

NH4
+/18 (1)
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concentrations of the anions in Pittsburgh (11). The size
distributions of NH4

+ and SO4
2- were derived from the particle

time-of-flight measurements of their main ions from the AMS
after two corrections: (1) The size distributions of NH4

+ were
corrected for the penetration of gas-phase O+ signal (mainly
from O2) into the particle region, and were adjusted for faster
flight of the NH2

+ ion in the quadrupole mass spectrometer
compared to the ions of sulfate and nitrate (11, 27); (2) The
size distributions of SO4

2- were corrected for slightly elevated
baselines at larger sizessa result of relatively slower evapo-
ration of sulfate compounds compared to the other species.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. H+

Aer and NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu. Table 1 summarizes the
statistics of the H+

Aer concentration and the NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu

ratio. Submicrometer particles are, on average, acidic in
Pittsburgh during this study. Episodes of “more acidic”
particles (NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu < 0.75 + 1σ, i.e., the molar ratio

of NH4HSO4 to (NH4)2SO4 > 1), occur ∼30% of the time. The
mean ((1σ) mole equivalent concentration of H+

Aer is 28 (
41 nmol m-3 (median ) 15 nmol m-3; Table 1), comparable
to the average H+

Aer concentrations observed at various sites,
including New York City (16), Toronto, Buffalo, and several
other U.S. sites (15, 18, and references therein). Higher fine
particle concentrations of H+

Aer (up to 5 times larger) are
seen in Hong Kong (4, 18) and India (14), where ambient air
is more strongly influenced by local and regional SO2

emissions.
The H+

Aer concentrations correlate well to those of SO4
2-

(r2 ) 0.68; Figure 1). The linear fit slope indicates that the
bulk submicrometer particles during this study are either
partially or fully neutralized by ammonium and that, on
average, bisulfate appears to be the most acidic form of sulfate
in these particles. This observation is consistent with an earlier
study in Pittsburgh that aerosols are a mixture of (NH4)2SO4

and NH4HSO4 with very little H2SO4 during acidic episodes
(28).

There is very little nitrate in acidic particles during
relatively high SO4

2- periods (Figure 1). We estimate that the
average concentration of organic acids in fine particles is
approximately 2-5 nmol m-3, based on the mass ratio of six
major organic acids measured by GC-MS to AMS m/z 44
(ratio ) 0.85 ( 0.04) observed in PM1 during summer 2003
in Tokyo, Japan (the average molecular weight of these
organic acids is ∼100 g mol-1 (29)). These facts together
indicate that the aerosol acidity in Pittsburgh is mainly related
to SO4

2- with very little overall contribution from NO3
-, Cl-,

and organic acids.
4.2. Temporal variations of particle acidity measures.

Shown in Figure 2b-d are the time series of acidity indicators,
H+

Aer concentration, NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu, and pH. Both H+
Aer

and NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu are dependent on the mass concen-
tration of SO4

2- (Figures 1 and 2e). Episodes with high SO4
2-

(>100 nmol m-3) are generally less neutralized than those
with lower SO4

2- (<100 nmol m-3). Figure 2e indicates that
abnormally high NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu values are due to low

signal-to-noise for the detected ions.
The trend in pH is consistent with that of NH4

+
meas/

NH4
+

neu, although the variations in pH are larger (see
Supporting Information Figure S1) because pH (and ionic
strength) is also strongly influenced by changes in ambient
humidity (15-96%; average ( 1σ ) 63% ( 22% during this
study). In addition, the measured RH values, which represent
the instantaneous value in ambient air, do not reflect the RH
history of the particles. We thus investigate the direct
correlation between NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu and pH modeled

under constant RH (80%, the deliquescence RH of (NH4)2-
SO4)) and T (295 K) conditions. The tight correlation between
the pH and NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu (r ) 0.96; Figure S1c) confirms

that it is reasonable to use the NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu ratio as an
acidity indicator for the separation of the neutralized and
acidic particle periods (Figure 2d).

The diurnal patterns of the pH, the H+
Aer concentration,

and the NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu ratio all indicate that particles are
most acidic in the afternoon (see Supporting Information
Figure S2). These trends are consistent with the reduction
in particle water content (due to lower RH) in the afternoon
and the hypothesis that more intense photochemistry and
oxidation of SO2 in the afternoon (over regional scales) leads
to more acidic particles.

4.3. Average and Time-Resolved Size Distributions of
H+

Aer and NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu. The average size distribution of
H+

Aer peaks at the same diameter (Dva (30) ≈ 500 - 600 nm)
as those of inorganic and total mass (Figure 3). This is
consistent with the facts that (1) H+

aer correlates with SO4
2-

mass concentration (Figures 1 and 2d-e) and 2) the relative
SO4

2- mass loading in 500-600 nm particles increase during
“acidic” time periods compared to “neutralized” periods (see
Figure 6a and associated discussion below). Since this 500-
600 nm accumulation mode is largely made up of aged
regional aerosol particles rich in sulfate and oxidized organics
(11, 27), the peak H+

Aer concentration in this mode indicates
that there is generally not enough gas-phase NH3 to
completely neutralize sulfate on a regional scale in the
Pittsburgh region. This conclusion is also consistent with
the observation that aerosols from high SO4

2- loading periods
tend to be more acidic (Figure 2d-e).

TABLE 1. Statistics of H+
Aer Concentrations (eq 1) and

Measured-to-Neutralized NH4
+ Ratio (eq 2) during the Entire

Study Period (N ) 3599), Acidic Particle Periods (N )
1033), and Neutralized Particle Periods (N ) 669)

NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu H+
Aer (nmol m-3)

entire
study acidic neutralized

entire
study acidic neutralized

mean 0.89 0.69 0.99 28 79 0.8
1s 0.21 0.10 0.06 41 46 7.2
median 0.88 0.71 0.99 15 77 0.7
90th 1.13 0.81 1.1 88 140 9.2
75th 0.99 0.76 1.0 44 109 4.6
25th 0.76 0.64 0.96 0.8 43 -2.8
10th 0.65 0.57 0.92 -8.2 18 -7.1

FIGURE 1. Scatter plot that compares the concentrations of H+
Aer

to SO4
2- in submicrometer particles, colored by the equivalent ratio

of NO3
- to total anions, during September 7-22, 2002 in Pittsburgh.

The error bars were calculated based on error propagation of the
measurement uncertainties and noise for NH4

+, SO4
2-, Cl-, and

NO3
-. To reduce clutter, only every fifth of the data points in time

are shown.
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In addition to the 500-600 nm mode, the H+
Aer distribution

also shows a mode at Dva ∼ 200 nm, which likely results from
condensed freshly formed H2SO4 because (1) This mode
evolves more noticeably in the afternoon (Figure 4); (2) The
small mode particles are more acidic than the larger particles
according to NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu (Figures 3b); and (3) Very

acidic ultrafine particles were detected during the frequent
new particle formation and growth events in Pittsburgh (27).
A comparison of the average diurnal evolution of the H+

Aer

size distribution during days with new particle formation
and growth events to that during days without (see Supporting
Information Figure S3) provide additional support to these
points.

There is strong evidence that the formation and growth
of new particles in Pittsburgh are tightly linked to SO2

photooxidation and thus H2SO4 production (27, 31). Indeed,
the best correlation of SO2 is found with the small mode
sulfate particles (see Supporting Information Figure S4), as
condensation of fresh H2SO4 to smaller particles is faster due
to the reduced diffusion limitation compared to larger
particles. Thus, the lack of stoichiometric neutralization in
the 200 nm mode is likely caused by the slow mixing of gas-
phase NH3 into SO2 rich plumes.

4.4. Influence of Particle Acidity on Organic Aerosols.
We recently developed a multivariate data analysis technique

(22) that yields the concentrations, size distributions, and
mass spectra of oxygenated (OOA) and hydrocarbon-like
(HOA) organic aerosols (23). OOA appears to be a good
surrogate for SOA during this study and HOA is dominated
by POA from combustion emissions (23). On average, the
Pittsburgh organic aerosol consists of 65% OOA and 35%
HOA. Given their very different time trends, mass spectra,
and size distributions, the separation of the HOA and OOA
signals represents a crucial step in any detailed analysis of
the relationship between particle acidity and SOA formation
in Pittsburgh.

The mass loadings of OOA and sulfate are tightly correlated
(r2 ) 0.74; Figure 5) and their size distributions are very similar,
suggesting that SOA and SO4

2- are internally mixed and are
both formed over regional scales (12, 23), with a possible
contribution of cloud processing to both. The average OOA
to SO4

2- ratio is 0.49 and 0.33 µg m-3/µg m-3, respectively,
in bulk neutralized and more acidic particles (see Supporting
Information Figure S5). This difference suggests that SO4

2-

is added faster than OOA to acidic aerosols, possibly due to
faster gas-phase or cloud production, and/or higher con-
centration of SO2 than of OOA gas-phase precursors on those
airmasses. Recent laboratory studies on sulfate aerosols of
much higher acidity than observed in this study report the
formation of organosulfate species (32). Although we cannot

FIGURE 2. Time series of (a) ionic strength, (b) pH, (c) NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu ratio, (d) H+
Aer concentration, and (e) SO4

2- concentration in
submicrometer particles in Pittsburgh. The NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu curve is colored by periods of more acidic aerosol (red), bulk neutralized

(green), and the rest that fall into a mildly acidic regime (gray) classified based on criteria described in section 3. Both the pH and the
SO4

2- curves are colored by NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu ratios. Ionic strength and pH are calculated from the AIM model under ambient T and RH
conditions. Reasons for missing data points in pH and ionic strength compared to the other three are explained in Section 3.3. Note that
the unit of the ionic strength is mole of ions per kilogram of particle phase water.
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rule out the presence of these species in the acidic particles
we do not observe any clear evidence of their presence.

In comparison, the size distributions of both SO4
2- and

OOA in the 600 nm mode are enhanced during acidic time
periods, while SO4

2- is also enhanced at the 200 nm mode
(Figure 6a). The average concentrations of SO4

2- and OOA
during acidic periods are 100 and 25% higher, respectively,
compared to neutralized periods. Since the acidic time
periods are more prevalent in the afternoon (Figure 6b), it
is possible that the higher average OOA concentration during
acidic periods is due to increased SOA photochemical
production (with or without the effects of acid-catalysis).
Cloud processing may also affect the observed OOA con-
centration in the 600 nm mode. Thus, the strongest evidence
for the lack of strong acidity dependent SOA formation is
provided by the 200 nm mode, where cloud processing should
be less important.

If we attribute the entire difference in OOA between
neutralized and “more acidic” periods to acid-catalyzed SOA
formation, the upper bound increase of SOA mass (normal-
ized by the diurnal variation of OOA concentrations) that
could be due to this mechanism is estimated at 25%. While
this analysis is limited by the uncertainty of comparing
different time periods during a relatively short study, an
important result is the lack of very large acidity-related
enhancements of SOA (e.g., several fold) that was observed
in some chamber studies (5, 6) and inferred in industrial
plumes (9). Note that other recent laboratory studies report
much more moderate increases (10-40%) of SOA on acidic
seed particles (7, 8, 17). One possible reason for the observed
differences in acidity dependent SOA yield is that NH4

+
meas/

NH4
+

neu ratio of the seed particles used in the studies by Jang
et al. (5) was lower (∼0.41) than measured for the average
acidic particle in Pittsburgh (0.69; Table 1). According to AIM,
the average pH in the acidic particles analyzed in this study

FIGURE 3. Average size distributions (dX/dlogDva) of (a) H+
Aer, total

mass, and total inorganic concentrations and (b) NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu

ratio in submicrometer particles during September 7-22, 2002 in
Pittsburgh. A 3-point binning was applied to the size distribution
of NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu to reduce high-frequency noise. The vertical

error bars in Figure 3b were calculated based on error propagation
of the measurement uncertainties and noise for NH4

+, SO4
2-, and

NO3
- size distributions. The horizontal error bars are uncertainties

in AMS size measurement estimated from the finite chopper opening
and particle vaporization times (∼50 µs).

FIGURE 4. Average daily evolution of the size distribution of H+
Aer concentration during September 7-22, 2002

FIGURE 5. Scatter plot of mass concentrations of oxygenated organic aerosol vs sulfate during September 7-22, 2002. The traces are
colored by NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu to show how this correlation varies as a function of ammonium deficit.
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is more than 2 units higher (i.e., the concentration of free H+

relative to aerosol phase water content is ∼100 times lower)
than the pH of the seed aerosols used in the chamber study
by Jang et al. (5) (see Supporting Information Figure S6).
Acid-catalyzed SOA formation could be more important in
rural locations where particles are sometimes more acidic
than observed in this study (e.g., ref 28). However, note that
in our earlier analysis of particle chemistry during the
nucleation events in Pittsburgh, we did not find evidence for
the acid-related SOA enhancement either in the more acidic
(NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu of ∼0.58) ultrafine particles (23, 27).

The mass spectra of HOA and OOA extracted indepen-
dently for the acidic and neutralized aerosol periods are
almost identical (see Supporting Information Figure S7),
suggesting similarities in aerosol chemical compositions,
despite the significant differences in particle acidity. The
OOA spectrum during “more acidic” periods shows a slightly
lower relative signal intensity at larger m/z’s (>200 amu)
compared to that of neutralized periods (Figure S7), indicating
that SOA oligomers are not more prevalent during the acidic
periods in Pittsburgh. While oligomers would experience
significant fragmentation in the AMS due to the relatively
“hard” vaporization and ionization conditions, smog cham-
ber experiments have shown that oligomers in isoprene SOA
still produce clear signals in the AMS at higher m/z ratios
(33).

A recent study by Kroll et al. (34) suggests that the ionic
strength (I), rather than the acidity, of the seed aerosols may
be responsible for the observed large enhancement of SOA
mass in chamber studies. It is difficult to differentiate this
effect from the influence of aerosol acidity (pH) in this study
since the pH and I are well anticorrelated (Figure 2) due to
the dominant effect of RH. The average I from the more
acidic periods is higher (∼24 mol kg-1 of particle phase water
vs ∼14 mol kg-1 from the neutralized periods). For the
influence of these two parameters on SOA formation to be
evaluated separately, the techniques used here should be
applied to data from an area and time period where I and
pH are not strongly correlated.
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Figure S1. Scatter plots of a) RH vs. AIM II modeled ionic strength (Eqn. 4), b) H+
Aer 599 

concentration from ion balance (Eqn. 1) vs. AIM II modeled total H+ concentration (H+
aq) under 600 

ambient T and RH, c) NH4
+

meas/NH4
+

neu ratio (Eqn. 2) vs. AIM II modeled pH (Eqn. 3) assuming 601 
constant temperature and RH conditions, and d) NH4

+
meas/NH4

+
neu ratio vs. AIM II modeled pH 602 

under ambient conditions in submicron particles in Pittsburgh.  603 
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Figure S2. Diurnal variations of a) the mass concentration of H+ ion (Equation 1); b) the ratio of 664 
measured to needed-for-neutralization NH4

+ concentration (Equation 2); c) ionic strength 665 
calculated from the output of the AIM-II model (Equation 4), and d) pH (Equation 3) calculated 666 
from the output of the AIM-II model, for submicron particles during September 7 – 22, 2002 in 667 
Pittsburgh. Note that the diurnal variations of ionic strength (Figure S2c) and pH (Figure S2d) 668 
are only for periods (as shown in Figure 2) when AIM-II gives valid outputs, i.e., when particles 669 
are neither bulk neutralized based on ionic balance nor completely dry 670 
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Figure S3 Average daily evolution of the size distribution of H+
Aer concentration during days 691 

without new particle formation and growth events and days with (September 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 692 
2002) (27). 693 
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 694 
Figure S4. Time series of SO2 and sulfate (for different particle size bins) and the corresponding 695 
correlation plots of sulfate vs. SO2.  696 
 697 
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 Figure S5. Scatter plot that shows the correlation between the mass concentrations of 698 

oxygenated organic aerosol and sulfate during September 7 – 22, 2002.  The traces are colored 699 

according to the identification of the period as acidic, neutralized, or other. 700 
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Figure S6. Box plot of the pH in submicron aerosols calculated from the output of the AIM-II 720 
model during the acidic particle periods in Pittsburgh during September 2002.   721 
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Figure S7. Comparisons of the mass spectra of hydrocarbon-like and oxygenated organic 754 
aerosols determined independently for acidic and neutralized particle periods. c) and d) are the 755 
same data plotted on logarithmic scale to better show the differences at high m/z’s. 756 
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